
5 Equilibrium of moments 

5.1 Newton's laws for rotation 
Now that you have experiena of calculating moments you can go on to 
begin to solve some interesting problems. To do this you will have to bear 
in mind the way that Newton's laws of motion can be extended to apply to 
moments and rotati~ 

As an example of rotational equilibrium consider the whcdbarrow (RV 
73), which you are supporting at one end with the upward force F,. How 
large is this fora? Rgure 74 shows a free-body diagram of the barrow 
body. The wheel cxm a fora on the body with components F, and F,. 
What nlatior~ships csn I establish bchvccn t h e  foms? 

I can use Newton's First Law for translation in two dinaions, naturally in 
rhis ease vertical and horizontal, so I mark on x and y a m  as shown. In 
applying translational equilibrium you do not need to worry about the 
line of action of the forces, only their magnitude and direction. Using R, 
and R, to denote the components of the resultant, we can write: 

Equilibrium along X: R, = -F, = 0  

&uilibmunalongy: R , = F , + F 2 - W = O  

We have found one of our unlnowns. F, = 0. Perhaps you anticipated this 
earlier - it was fairly obvious beoause if F, and W are both vertical, ao 
specified, then naturally the third fora wil l  have to be vertical too, so that 
t h m  is no horizontal component. 

We are l& with one equation, F, + F, - W  = 0, containing two un- 
knowns; so translational equilibrium is not enough to solve this problem. 
You will recall from Section 3 that translation can solve two unknowns, 
but in this case we started with three. To make further progress we must 
use the fact that the bmow is in rotational equilibrium to obtain another 
equation. The question now arises. about what point do we take moments? 
Actually in Statics you can use any point that you like, However, some 
points are much more convenient than others. 

U0 56 
In Figure 74, about which marked point A, B or C do the following forces 
have zero moment? 

(d (b) F*, (C) W. 

SA0 69 
(a) If I take moments about point A I shall obtain an equation. Which 

force will not appear in it? 



(b) for point B? 
(c) for point C? 

When dealing with translational equilibrium I emphasized that the correct 
choice of axes is important, not because it actually alters the basic 
information available, but becausc it makes the maths easy. Similarly with 
moments. You can take moments about any point but probably get 
inconvenient equations. So how do you decide which point to take 
moments about? You choose a point on the Line of action of the fora that 
you want to avoid. In the case ofthe wheelbarrow, if you want to h o w  the 
force on the handle, take moments about A. This eliminates F, (and F, 
too, even if it were not pro.) 

Moments about A: 

Remember that we had three unknowns originally, which require three 
independent equations for their solution. Two were provided by trans- 
lational equilibrium and one more by rotational equilibrium. You can 
solve three such unknowns by obtaining three equations in that way. The 
wheelbarrow problem is complete becauw we had 

The above method, that of using translation equilibrium plus rotational 
equilibrium, is a reliable way to solve simple static problems like the 
wheelbarrow. However, it is often possible to obtain the solution more 
quickly by using rotational equilibrium about more than one pivot point. 
If I had been interested in Bnding F, only, I could have taken moments 
about C, the point of intersection of F, and F,: 

Naturally this agras with the answer obtained by the previous method. 

A problem that is solved by the use of translational and rotational 
eauilibrium is called 'staticallv determinate'. Some obiects necd additional 
ahysis, dcpcndiig upon the\hape changes ofthe od+ when the force 
are applied This latter type of problem is called 'statically indeterminate' 
and you will see some i t l o c k  6. 

1 Draw the fm-body 
2 Choose axar in eonv&t dimtiona (0- veniccrl and hod- 

mtal). Write equlltjOPB of tmnslatioanl cquilibrillpl in two 
d i d o n s .  

3 Uw moment equilibrium about a point on tha line of aaioD of 
one (or more) unkaown fom. 

4 If helpful, repeat step 3 for a point on the line d action d a 
a m n t   own tom. 

5 Combine the equations by subetitution to evaluate the unknown 



Figure 77 

Example 
For the car in Figure 75 find the weight carried by the front and rear axles. 

Neglecting friction, the reaction at the wheels will k vertical. 

W=700kgx9.81 Nkg-l=6867N 

Step I The fmbody  diagram is Figure 76. 
Step 2 I choose axes as shown in Figure 76. 

Equilibrium along X: AU forces zero. 
Equilibrium along y: F ,  + F 2  - W = 0 ( 1 )  

Step 3 We need more idonnation, so take moments. Choose a point 
on the line of action of one unknown fora, say A. 

Moments about A: W a  - F2(a + b) = 0 

Step 5 From equation ( 1 )  

Alternatively we could have performed Step 4: 
Step 4 Moments about C: F,  ( a  + b) - Wb = 0 

which is also a useful way to check the result. 

SA0 60 
Figure 77 is the free-body diagram of a roof truss, which is supported by 
walls at the two ends. Find the vertical supporting reactions, R, and R,, at 
the two walls. 

Figure 80 

Figure 79 
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76 N 

Figure 78 

Find the supporting reactions, RA and R,, needed for the shelf holding the 
hi-fi equipment shown in Figure 78. The free-body diagram is given in 
Figurc 79. 

Figure 80 shows a side view of the mounting bracket at D in the last SAQ. 
If the forces act 0.3 m from the wall, and the bracket can support a 
moment of 50 N m, measured about the point A, is it safe? 



(a) wheel on ground 
Figure 81 

(b) partially drawn free-body diagram 

The edge of a car wheel, diameter 0.65 m, exerts a horizontal force of 600 N 
on the ground (Figure 81). As a consequence of that force only: 
(a) What force does the ground exert on the wheel? 
(b) If the wheel is in equilibrium, what force (and moment) does the axle 

exert on the wheel? 

(c) What force (and moment) does the wheel exert on the axle? 

W = 3 k N  

Figure 82 

~ = 3 k ~  

k 0 . 7  m+0.7 m+ 

Figure 83 

Find the vertical reaction at each wheel of the stationary motorbike shown 
in Figure 82, whose free-body diagram is given in Figure 83. 

SA0 65 
Find the vertical reaction at the walls on the roof truss of Figure 84. If 
either of the forces had a horizontal component would it affect the answer? 

5.2 Applications F~~ 84 

In this h a 1  part of the Unit you will be looking at some specific devices hs 
and how they operate. 

5.2. l Lewm 
If you have a hinged bar (Figure 85) and apply a force at one end, how 
large a force can you support at the other end? 

In this case the bar is horizontal, so we are interested in vertical forces. If 
there are any horizontal components they will act through the pivot and 
have a zero moment about it. Taking moments about the pivot: 

This is very useful. By choosing a ratio of b/a which is large you can 
generate terrific forces. Figure 85 Lewr 



SA0 dd 
You are pulling hard, 300 N, on the tyre lever (Figure 86). (a) What force is 
exerted on the tyre? (b) What force is exerted on the wheel rim? The free- 
body diagram for the tyre lever is given in Figure 87. 

400 mm 

Of course there is no particular reason why a lever should have the pivot in 
the middle; it could he at one end. Also t h m  is no netd for it to be straight 
- the principle of the lever is used to produce larger forces in all sorts of 
ways. In the following SAQs 1 have tried to use examples where the forces 
of interest are approximately perpendicular to the radius line (the line 
from pivot to application point). You can neglect fo ra  components 

Figure 86 through the pivot point because they have zero moment. 

T 
SA0 67 
Find the force exerted on the output by the lever (statically) in the 
following cases: 

-r (a) Hydraulic jack lever, pivot at C, output at pin-joint B (Figure 88). 
(b) Pulling a nail with a claw-hammer (Figure 89). 
(c) Grease gun, pivot at C, output from B (Figure 90). 

F. 
2s mm (d) Brake pedal, pivot at B, output at C (Figwe 91). 
I - 

Figure 87 

I 

Figure 88 

Figure 90 

50 mm 
Figure 89 

Figwe 91 

SA0 68 
Figure 92 represents the human arm and biceps muscle. The muacle is 
attached 50 mm from the pivot. What muscle force is needed to support a 
20 kg load on the hand? 

Figure 92 

s2.2 Pu1l.y. 
A common piece of engineering equipment is the pulley (Figure 93). One 
pulley is simply a 'wheel' that a rope passes over. I know that for a static 
pulley the total moment acting is zero. Ufriction at the pivot is negligible 



(this is often true) then the tensions in the two sides of the rope are qual 
(they are at qual radii). Note that the support of the pulley, to give 
vertical equilibrium, must exert a force F = 2T. The pulley can thenfore 
act rather like a lever, amplifying forces at the ratio 2 : 1. However, an 
advantage of pulleys is thst they can easily be joined together. 

SA0 b0 
Find the force F which you can support for the pulley systems of Figure 94, r r 
if you can exert the fora  T on the rope. Figwe 93 

Figure 94 Pulleys 

Actually for convenience each set of pulleys is usually mounted on a 
common pivot axle, but the principle is the same. Note that the angle of 
application of the force T does not affect the load supported, although it 
could affect the support reaction. 

SA0 70 
Figure 95 shows two gears of effective diameters 120 mm and 200 mm on 
separate shafts with teeth meshing together in the usual way. If a clockwise 
torque of 80 N m is applied to gear A estimate (a) the tangential force 
which B must exert on A to maintain equilibrium, (b) the torque that the 
gear B exerts on its shaft (with direction). 

As you should have discovered in the last SAQ, the gear is just another 
form of lever. A similar effect can be obtained by using belts over pulleys of 
various diameters, or chains, as on a bicycle or motorcycle. These can all 
be looked upon as special levers, but with the advantage of unlimited 
movement. Of course gears, chains, pulleys, belts and so on are usually 
intended to move whilst they are transmitting the appropriate fonxs. 
This takes us into the field of dynamics again (see Blocks 4 and 7). 

In the pin-jointed structurea that we have been dealing with previously 
(and will continue to do so) I have asked you to accept that individual 
members exert form along their centre-lines. This is a convenient point to 



Figure 96 

consider how well this is justified. It is normal procedure to consider the 
members of a pin-jointed structure to have negligible weight relative to the 
forces in them This is often an excellent approximationEven if it is not a 
good approximation (in which case it would be outside the scope of this 
course), the weight is often considered to act directly on the pins. Anyway, 
neglecting weight, only two forces - and possibly two moments - act on a 
simple member (Figure 96). Now if friction on the pins is negligible, again 
often true, then no moments can be exerted by the pins; so only the two 
forces act. 

Now consider a member of a pin-jointed structure which meets the 
requirements of negligible weight, and negligible friction on the pins. How 
many forces act on it? If you take moments about the centre of one pin 
hole, what can you deduce? Taking moments about the other pin hole? 
Please consider these questions carefully. 

In fact if we take moments about one pin hole, then the force exerted by 
that pin automatically has a zero moment. However, from equilibrium the 
moment must be zero, so the moment of the other fora  must be zero too. 
Therefore it must also pass through that pin hole. In fact for a body with 
two forces on it to be in equilibrium the forces must be equal and opposite 
(for translational equilibrium) and on the same line of action (for 
rotational equilibrium). Therefore the usual model member in a pin- 
jointed structure has forces straight along the line between its pin centres. 
However you should bear in mind the things that we neglected in order to 
achieve this very helpful simplification of the forces: we neglected the 
member's weight and friction at the pins. 

As a final example of the use of moments we can consider some rather 
more complicated levers where the forces are not in very convenient 
directions, but at least those directions are known. 

Figure 97 shows a motorcar handbrake. Estimate the force F that must be 
exerted by hand in the direction shown to give a brake cable tension of 
12 kN. 

/ - 1  

Figure 97 
Figure 98(a) shows the free-body diagram. I am neglecting friction at the 
pivot. The brake lever must be in equilibrium, so if I take moments about 
the pivot B I shall get an equation relating the forces Fand T and avoid 
involving the reaction R. If this was required it could be found later by 
translational equilibrium. The moment (about B) exerted by the cable is 

M, = - l200 N X (0.05 m) cos 30" 

= - 52 N m (negative means anticlockwise) 

This must be balanced by the moment of the hand force. We can easily fmd 
the tangential component of F which must provide all the moment. The 
tangential component is given by F cos 8, where 0 is the appropriate angle. 
How do we find that? 



The radial line AB is 15" from the horizontal, so 8 = 40" - 15" = 25" 
(Figure 98b). So the moment of Pis 

and is positive (clockwise). From equilirium 

F = 
52 

0.32 cos 25" 
= 179 N 

Notice that I was able to solve this problem using moments without 
involving the pivot reactions, but I had to neglect pivot friction to make it 
easy. If pivot friction really was small then I would expect my calculated 
answer to be dose to the real figure. If friction was not small, then - if I 
wanted an accurate estimate - my modcl would need to be hrrthcr 
complicated by including it. 

Figure 99 shows an aircraft nose-wheel. 

Figure 99 

(a) Use moments to find the force acting on the link ABC at C. 
(b) Find the vertical and horizontal components of the force on ABC at B. 



Glossary 
Term Text 

reference 

Centre of gravity 

Centre of mass 

Component 
Compression 
Concurrent 
Couple 
Deflection 

Density 
Equilibrant 

Equilibrium 
Extension 
Free-body diagram 

Load 

Mass 
Model 

Moment arm 

Moment 
Multiples 
Pin-jointed structure (PIS) 
Planar 

Reaction 
Resultant 
Safety factor 

Statics 
Stiffness 
Stiffness force 
Strength 
Structure 
Tension 
Torque 
Unit 
Weight 

Point at which the weight force effectively acts, usually approxi- 
mated by the centre of mass 
The point in an object around which all the mass is evenly 
distributed, which approximates the point through which the 
weight force acts. (See also Block 4) 
The resolved part of a force acting in a given direction 
A type of loading which causes shortening 
Forces having lines of action which all pass through one point 
Two equal and opposite forces on different lines of action 
The movement of a point on a structure resulting from an applied 
force 
The mass per unit volume of an object 
The extra force that must be applied to an existing set of forces to 
bring them into equilibrium 
The condition that the forces acting on an object are balanced 
The increase in length of an object when acted on by a force 
The profile of an object showing all significant forces and 
moments acting on it 
That which a structure is required to support, expressed in mass 
(kg) or force (N) 
Quantity of matter in an object 
A simplification of an object in which only important features are 
retained 
The perpendicular distance of the line of action of a force from a 
given axis of rotation 
The turning effect of a force 
Prefixes applied to units to denote multiplying factors 
A structure in which the members are connected by pins 
Contained in one plane 

F o r a  which arises in response to an applied force 
The single force which replaces several forces: their vector sum 
The ratio of the theoretical failure load of a structure to the actual 
maximum applied load 
The study of forces on stationary objects 
Resistance of an object to change of shape when a force is applied 
Force produced in association with change of shape of an object 
The maximum load that an object can carry before breaking 
An assembly of members designed to carry load 
Type of loading which causes elongation 
Turning effect about a point 
The scale of measurement of a quantity 
The force on an object caused by gravity 



Answers to Self-Assessment Questions 
SA0 1 
(a) W=mg=4kgx9.81Nkg-l=39.24N 

(b) Still 4 kg. Mass does not vary with location. 

(c) W = mg = 4 kg X 1.6 N kg-' = 6.4 N 

m= W/g=  
883 N 

9.81 N kg-' 
= 90.0 kg 

A small apple weighs approximately 1 N. This is a useful 
way of imagining the size of one newton. 

SA0 4 
(a) 5 kg X 9.81 N kg-' = 49.05 N 

(b) 50 kg X 9.81 N kg-' = 490.5 N 

(c) 100M)Okgx9.81 Nkg-'=981M)ON 

SA0 S 
(a) V = 6.0 m X 0.08 m X 0.01 m = 0.0048 m3 

(b) m = pV= 2800 kg m-' X 0.0048 m3 = 13.44 kg 

(c) W = mg = 13.44 kg X 9.81 N kg-' = 132 N 

SA0 7 
(a )  V =  50m3 

m=pV=1.2kgm-3x50m3c60kg 

(b) W=mg=60kgx9.81Nkg-'=589N 

You are probably surprised to see that they are not much 
less than the figures for my mass and weight! 

SA0 8 
(a) V=0.135 m', m= 135 kg, W= 1324N 

SA0 9 
(a) 0.03m=3xlO-'m=30mm 

(b) 0.002 m = 2 X 10-3 m = 2 mm 

. , 
(d) 0 ~ 0 0 6 a = 6 x  10-'s=6ps 

(e) 2800 kg m-3 = 28 X IQ3 kg m-3 = 2.8 Mg m-3 
(0 1720ms-'=1.72x103mma~=1.721uns-' 

(g) 0.0023 N =U X 10-' N = 2.3 mN 

(8) m m S-l S 

(b) m' m m 
(c) m3 m m' 
(d) m3 S-' m3 8- l  

(C) N N m-' m' 
(0 kg kg m-' m3 
(9) kg S kgs-l 

SA0 11 
(a) W - mg (b) g  (c) No, g  is different. 

SA0 12 
Not directly. However, knowing the values of g  on the 
Earth and Moon, the readings could be corrected. 
Hopefully with your newly acquired knowledge you could 
use it there. 

(a) (i) F =  kx 

(ii) The spring will be broken (sec Figure 5). I put 
this in to draw your attention to the limitations of a 
model, in this case the mathematical model F = kx 
for a spring. 

(b) F=kx=2000Nm-'x0.008m=16N 

SA0 15 
(a) B can support a bigger load. 

(b) A - within its fora  range, the force is bigger for a 
given deflection. 

F 
(a) X=-= 4 x 1 0 3 N  =0 .025~10-~m=25pm 

k 160x106Nm" 

(b) No. 25 pm is less than the thickness of this sheet of 
paw. 

SA0 17 
The extension will be 

provided that the wire is strong enough and that the load 
is a tension one. A wire will collapse at negligible load in 
compression, a point that I shall be looking at in detail in 
Unit l l. 



SOMg 5 0 x I V k g  
(f) SOMgkm-'=-- 

km' (103m)' - 10 kg X 9.81 N kg-' 
100 X 10-a m 

98.1 N 
100 X 10-l m 

= 981 N m-' 

SA0 21 
Perpendicular M the ground in both coaa 

(3 t (b) 45". K 

840 B 
(a) 3 km' = 3(103 m)' - 3 X 106 m' 

(b) 7.2 pm' = 73(10-6 m)' - 7.2 X 10-'' m' 

(c) Z m m x 6 ~ - - ( 2 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ m ) x ( 6 x 1 0 ~ ~ s )  

= 1 2 ~ 1 O - ~ r n s  

WLe Nk.4 (d) SOkgkm-l=Lm-- 
103 m 

= 50 X 10-3 kg m-' 

i o k ~  1 0 x 1 0 ~ ~  
(g) 10 kN mm-'--- 

mm' (10-3m)' - 10 X io9 N m-' 

(h) 10 GN m-' - 10 X 109 N m-' 

(b) Fi find the volume of a Ibc* of papcr which h= a 
mpraof90g. 

The area of a sheet of paper with mass 90 g is 1 m' m 

volume 
thickness = - 

area 

Therefore the moss of each sheet of papex is 

12436 kg - 2500 



Equilibrium: mass 
Quality=- 

area 

= 80 g m-' 

SA0 24 
First, find the mass m 

Step I m = pV (no change needed) 
Step2 m-2.710Mgm-3x4mx100mmx1S0mm 
Step 3 52.710 X 103kgm-3 X 4 m  X 0.1 m X 0.15 m 
Step 4 - 0.1626 X 103 kg 
Step 5 Yes, m is obviously going to be in kilograms. 

To find the weight: 

Step l W 5 mg 

Step 2 W - 0.1626 x 10' kg X 9.81 N kg-L 
Step 3 No change ncassary 
Step 4 W = 1.60 x 10' N = 1.60 kN 
Step S Yes, W is a fora  and is measured m newtons. 

SA0 25 
The resultant fora must be zero. 

SA0 28 
(a)  The spring ia extended; so it is in tension. 

F3=kx=4000Nm-'xO.O08m=32N 

(b) From part (a): F, = 32 N t 
Equilibrium: F,+F3=0 

. . F,=-F'-32N1 

Newton's Tbird Law: F, = -Fl = 32 N t 
Newton's Third Law: F, = -F3 = 32 N 1 
Equilibrium: F,+F5=0 

. . !',=32Nf 

Newton's Third Law: F, = -F5 = 32 N l 

SA0 27 
(a) Weight, W= mg= 300 kg x 9.81 N kg-' 

W= 2943 N l 
(b) Equilibrium: F, +Fl + W= 0 

F,=-(Fl+W) 

(C) Yes. 

SA0 28 
(a) Wc=200kg~9.81Nkg-11=1962N~ 

Equilibrium: F, = 1962 N 7 
Newton's Third Law: F, = 1962 N 1 
Equilibrium: &=1962Nt 

Newton's Third Law: F, = 1962 N 4 

=2943Nf 

Newton's Third Law: F6 = 2943 N 1 
Equilibrium: F, = 2943 N 

(b) You should rcoognizc by now that the addition of 
load will increase the foras by the same amount up 
the cable. The maximum force was 2943 N. Allowing 
an inoreasc of 4000 N - 2943 N = 1057 N, additional 
load 

Notice that I can use the term 'load' to indicate 
eitbn a mass or a force. 

Using equilibrium: 

W+P,+F,=O 

:. W+F2 = -F, 
.'. R--Fl=IONT45"  

SA0 31 
(a) Figure 102 shows my construction. 

2 m r n . l N  

Flgve 102 

W =  2 kg X 9.81 N kg-' 3 19.62 N 

= 39.2 mm on the diagram 

F, = 10 N (= 20 mm scaled) 

F, = 8.16 N (= 16.3 mm scaled) 

(b) Measuring off the diagram (rule and protractor) 

W+ F, (magnitude 29 mm scaled) - 14.5 N T 61" 

(C) Off the diagram 

W+ F3 + F, (magnitude l7 mm scaled) 
= 8.5 N l 

(d) 8.5 N t 
(e) Zero. 



SA0 82 
(3 (i) Inwards. (ii) Outwards 

(b) Newton's Fint and Third Laws 

(c) Ncwt0n.S Tbird Law. 

SA0 34 
G, - 500 sin 20% 171 N 

0,-171Nt 

SA0 35 
e - tan-'(371/816) - tan-' 0.455 = 24.4" 6 

Force Cmponents/N 

(b) The extra cable muat give the equilibrant fora, so if 
it is horizontal it must have a tension of 290 N at L 
479.  

SA0 37 
(a) F,sin3O0-W-0 

(b) F,-W/sinW=ZW 

(c) F,-F,msM"=O 

(d) F1 - F2 W8 309 = 0.866Fz 

(C) FI - 0.866 X 2W= 1.732W 

(f) Member 1 pushes, is in compression 

Member 2 pulls, is in tension 

SA0 so 
Two orientations (magnitudes known). This problem is 
rarely met in practice. 

SA0 90 
(a) Positive is tension, negative is oompnaaion. 

(b) 1 is 58 N tension, 2 is 58 N oomprassion. 

(c) You should have suftlcient Y d '  for Statica now to 
know that F, and F, would both be doubled. 

SA0 40 

(0 )  

SA0 41 
My choices are: 

(a) horizontal or vertical 

(b) vertical 

(C) horizontal 

(d) along F, or Fz 
(C) along F, or P, 
(I) horizontal 



SA0 42 
FEgure 105 shows steps (1) to (5) of tbe pmadun. 

W = 7 5 k g ~ 9 8 1 N k 8 - ~ = 7 3 6 N  

SA0 48 
Half of the car weight 

= f  X 1101 ks X 9.81 N k#-I 

Steps (1) to (5) of the procsdurs mult in F i r e  107. 

Figure 10s 

(6) On -nd (Y) oris 
F,Sin4S0-W-0 

F* = WlSin 4s0 = I041 N 

(7) On 6nt (X) axis 

F,ws45'+Fl-0 

F, -F2 cos 45'- -736 N 

(8) Member 1 in compression, 736 N 

Member 2 in tension, 1041 N 

Figure 106 shows the free-body diagram with the actual 
v a l w  

(6) On the sccond ( y )  axis: 

- W W ~ Y - F ~ - O  

F, - -W cos 35' - -4423 N 

(7) On the Brst (X) axk 

F,+Wc4055~-0 

F,- -Wm55"- -3097N 

(8) Member 1 in compression, 4.4 kN 

Member 2 in compression. 3.1 kN 

108 shows tbe lrssbody &pun. 



Vertidy, upwarda 

-5400 + 4423 cos 35' + 3097 col 55' - 0.52 N 

Note that wr chock ia not wrsctly zero - t h e  ate 
10- m. However, they me only 0.1% of thc 
kaown load force; so thia M satisfactory. 

SA0 44 
Steps (1) to (5) of the procedure mult in Figure 109. 

Figure 109 
(6) On the y-axis. 

- 200~0~509-F , cosW=O 

F, - -167.8 N = -168 N (i.e. compnwion) 

(7) On th X& 

-U)Ocos40°+F2+F3cos509-0  

F ~ 2 W c o l 4 0 " -  F3cos500 

= U X )  X 0.76604 - (-167.8) X 0.64279 - 261.07 N - 261 N 

(S) Membsr 2 M in tension, 261 N. 

Member 3 is in compnasion. 168 N. 

M O  45 
F o m  X length = N m (ia newton-metre) 

a0 48 
(3 U)O~x9.81Nkg-'x0.5m=+981Nm 

(b) -981 N m  

(C) 981 N 7 

Figure 110 

54 

Lmgthofmoment arm-2cos400m 

:. Moment about 0 of f o m  acting at A 

= 2 0 k N x 2 m W m  

=30.6 kN m dockwiac 

Figure I11 

L@ of moment arm - 0.5 cos 30' m 

:. Moment about 0 of f o m  acting at A 

=l50Nx0.5col3O0m 

4 5 . 0  N m clockwise 

:l 

0.75 m 

0.75 coa 70' m 
Figure 112 

h g t h  of moment ann = 0.75 cos 70% 

.'. Moment about 0 of forcc acting at A 

=40Nx0.75ws7Vm 



F, = 20 kN X cos (90 - 50)' 

= 15.3 kN 

Force F. has zero moment about 0 since its line of action 
papses through it. 

M = F , x l  

=15.3kNx2m 

= 30.6 kN m clockwise 

F, has zsro moment about 0. You do not need to find it. 

F,-lMNxws(90-60)" 

= 129.9 N 

:. Moment about 0 = 129.9 N X 0.5 m 

= 65.0 N m 

Figure 115 

F, has zero moment about 0 

F,=40Nxws70° 

= 13.7 N 

Moment of F, about 0 = 13.7 N X 0.75 m 

= 10.3 N m anticlockwise 

SA0 !m 
Using the notation, M, is the moment of F, about D, and 
of course the wnvention that clockwise is positive 

M 1 = + 1 0 N x 0 . 7 m = + 7 N m  

M,--5ONx0.7m- -35Nm 

M,= + 8 N x 0 . 5 m =  t 4 N m  
M , = + ( l W ~ ~ o s 6 0 ~ ~ 0 . 7 m = + 3 5 N m  

M,=-(100N)x0.5m=-50Nm 

M,= + ( & 0 ~ w s 7 D 0 x 0 ~ 5 m  

+ 400 N cos 2V X 0.7 m 

= +331.5Nm 

M,==6.3NxOm=O 

M,= -(U)ON)cos45"~0.7m 

-(MON)cos4S0 x0.5m 

= -169.7Nm 

M,=-90NxO.Sm=-45Nm 

M,,= +(lMN) w s  50" x0.7m= +67.5Nm 

Total moment = 145.3 N m 

SA0 51 
Using the notation that M, is the moment of the fora  
about the point A, etc. 

MA=M.=Mc=Mo=300Nm 

M,=M.= -200Nm 

Mp= -4MNm 

Mo=M,=-700Nm 

SA0 52 
(a) MA=40kNm+100kNm-M)kNm-80kNm 

(b) MB=20kNm+MkNm-40kNm-30kNm 

(C) MC-40kNm-40kNm-20kNm=-20kNm 

(d) MD=60kNm-80kNm-MkNm=-70kNm 

SA0 59 
(a) M,= +100NxO.lm=lONm 

(b) M,= +100NxO.lm=lONm 

(c) Mc=+100Nx0.3m-100Nx0.2m=lONm 

(d) M,=+100Nx0.3m-100Nx0.2m=10Nm 

840 51 
You should have wasidend wrrether translational 
equality was possible, and whether rotational equality was 
possible. For the latter, wnsider moments about the 
reference point. 

(1) Yes (2) Yea (3) No (4) No (5) No (6) Yea 

840 SS 
Fis  the upward fora, M is the clocloKise moment. 

(a) F=-100N. M = + M N m  

(b) F=-ZWN, M = + M N m  

(C) F-  -?ON 

M=80Nx0.3m+60N+O.2m-36Nm 

(d) F-0, M=+SONm 

(e) F=-250N 

M=100N~0.3m-150NxO.Zm-O 



SA0 m 
The line of action of the f o m  is displaced by I - MJF 

(a) 0.2 m left (b) 0.05 m up (c) 0.05 m down 

(d) S m right (e) 0.5 m right (0 0.01 m left 

SA0 57 
(a) M=O 

1 in 
Figure 116 

SA0 W )  
Horizontal equilibrium - all foras zero. 

Vertical equilibrium: 

R,+R,-LOOON-0 

Equilibrium of mommts about support at RI: 

400Nm+1200Nm-R,x4m=O 

:. R,=QM)N 

R1=lOOO-RI-600N 

Check by mommts about support at R, 

SAQ bl 
Vertical equilibrium: 

RA+RD-255N-0 

Equilibrium of moments about support at R,: 

60Nm+72Nm+150Nm-RDx2m-0  

:. RD= 141 N 

RA=255N-RD-114N 

Check by moments about D. 

SA0 d2 
Fora on the bmcket at D is 141 N downwar&. 

Moment = 141 N X 0.3 m = 423 N m. 

This is just about sale if you do not lean on it. I would 
not want to risk my own hi-fi equipment with such a 
nmow safety margin. 

SA0 W 
(a) 600N+ 

(b) 600N-t and -195Nm 

(C) MX) N+ and + 195 N m 

SA0 m 
v e r w  equilibrium: 

RF+&-MOON=O 

Moments about ftont whkk 

2lOONm-REx 1.4m=O 

R.=lMON 

R,=3OOON-&=lSOON 

SA0 6s 
VCItid equilibrium: 

Rl+R,-laOON=O 

Moments about A: 

3OONm+21OONm-R,x4m=O 

R,=MX)N 

Rl=lOOON-R2=400N 

Horizontal components that act at the level of the wntact 
point between ~IUSS and walls would have no moment 
and therefore not atTect the answer. In this cane the 
answer would change. 

SA0 bb 
(a) Moments about B in equilibrium: 

-Fcx0.025m+FA x0.4m-0 

Fc=16FA=4800N 

F c = 4 8 0 0 ~ -  

F o m  on tyre-4800Nt 

lb) Horizontal equilibrium: 

F~=FA+Fc=5100N 

F, = 5100 N t  

Fonx on whal rim = SlOO N- 

Altnaativcly, use moments about C. 

840 67 
The -body diagrams for the four cares am given in 
Elgum 117-120. 



Figure 118 

SA0 71 
(a) Link DC in tension exerting force F. 

Equilibrium of moments about B: 

20M)Ocos30"x0.2-Fcos0'x0.2=0 
FB 

F =  +17.3kN 

Therefore link DC is in tension 17.3 kN 

Force on ABC at C is 17.3 kN Y 

(b) Vertical equilibrium: 

250 N 200M)+R,+17300cos30'=0 

Figure 119 R,= -35 kN 

R9=35kN 1 
Horizontal equilibrium: 

R,-17300cosW=O 

R, = + 8.65 kN 

= 8.65 kN- 

Ftgure 120 

In each case use equilibrium of moments about the pivot 

20& 

point, then Newton's Third Law for the force exerted. R, 

(a) 2700 N 1 (b) 600 N t (c) 1500 N+ (d) 6.4 kN t 
A 

SA0 88 
W =  20 kg X 9.81 N kg-' = 196.2 N 

Moment equilibrium about elbow: 

W X (0.35 m) - F X (0.05 m) = 0 

F= 1373 N t, which is the force exerted by the 
muscle. 

SA0 6# 
In each case consider vertical equilibrium of the bottom 
pulley set with T acting in each piece of rope. 

(a) 2T (b) 4T (c) T (d) 3 T  

(b) Force on gear B = 1333 N l (Newton's Third Law) 

For equilibrium of gear B, shaft exerts moment of 
magnitude 

1333NxO. lm=133Nm 

that is, moment 133 N m 3 
By Newton's Third Law, gear B exerts 133 N m 3 on 
its shaft. 

Figure 121 




